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Basic Concept:
Can we travel the time? There is multi universe? These all questions are in front of us. Lots of scientist are
work on it &in those lots of confusion are also there. If we consider “universe” word then, in our mind “infinite”
concept is born & then question is arises “A really universe is infinite?”or it have some limit ,some boundary, or
special something which specify to describe that t e universe have this end point.
I want to explain something to you .Consider “Universe is infinite” how we say’s that it is infinite, we don’t any
signal, any evidences of boundary, limit of the universe, because we don’t know structure of actual boundary of the
universe till now.
Now consider another possibility, ”On which bases we say that universe ,which is we say that it is infinite
,this is Only one universe”.
On my point of view, there is not a single universe, Sir Stepen Hoking says that “There is one parallel
universe is may be exits “but I say that” there is not a two, three, four …there is infinite number of universe
is present”.
According to this we can travel the time & it is possible .other scientist say that for traveling the time we
require at least 10 dimensions , and till now we have only 5 dimension (4 dimension+ 1 circular dimension ),but this
is not necessary on my point of view , how ? I tell you
All the scientist are agree or approve that there is two path present to travel
1) By Black hole
2) By Wormhole
Actually Sir Einstein say, that none of any object can travel with greater or equal velocity of light, But in Wormhole
we can travel with speed of greater than light.

Wormhole present between two universes which is parallel to each other.
As I specify above there is “n” universe, where n= No. of Object in One Universe.
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These all universe is like as stack of disks, which is parallel to each other, in between there is a wormhole is
present, with that passage we can travel the time.

Now consider the single universe, which contain millions of galaxies, in that galaxies there is number of solar
system, in that galaxies there is number of solar. This is ok till now, but now I says, that these universe is photocopy
of each other.
In 15 Aug 1977 we get message from space .After decoding we get this is “WOW!”
In earth most of popular language is English language. This means that English language is not our planet language.
It may be present on some other planet or universe. This means that another photocopy of earth is also present .and it
may be present on other universe.
Photocopy means that, the activity of which is done at our universe these all activity is reflected to other universe
also with object. e.g. when I sit to write this article that time my instance which is present in other universe is also
sit for writing this article, same as when you read this article in this universe ,then you instance is also read this
article.
Now concept of “Time Ring” comes, which is I want to explain. Time ring is a pattern of Time which is
present in different universe. With the help of this we can travel the time.
Now consider the human object from our earth. IT have some validity, means after sometime this object
will be expire this theory is work on all the object which is our universe.& one of the basic property of all object is it
revolve or rotate around something for revolving it, it have some radius ,some path which is predefined from
somewhere & for following that path one of the invisible force is present we called as “Dark force” .
Now we use hierarchical structure of object. now on the single universe there are N number of galaxies are present
which is rotate around somewhere, we simply predict that galaxies are rotate around something, Because we can’t
find the radius of the circle, but these galaxies are moved from one place to other means that it is moving from some
defined path like a ball which means for that direction is defined.
Now come inside the galaxies. There are number of the solar system, each contain minimum 1 big star
which is source of power. Around it numbers of small, big planets are present & it rotate around that same like
galaxies.
Now come inside the structure of planets, Planet have one or no. of structure of satellite or may not be
satellite may be like a ball shape or like any other like a asteroid, these satellite are also revolve or rotate around the
planet likewise planet & galaxies.
Now come on the planet, in planet basic structure of atom is like a solar system on which electrons are
rotate around the center of atom.
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In short the object which is in the universe is rotate around the other object because of darkforce. Now you
say that moon is revolving around the earth & earth is resolve around the sun is because of gravitational force &
magnetic field, yes of course we find these dark force which is around with us, because we reach on that particular
point.
Beyond the galaxies we are not able to reach, so we can’t find the structure of that force, so for that reason
we called as dark energy or force etc.
Now point is “where is time here?” Object is start to travel, rotate around something and completes its orbit and start
again.

If we apply this theory then it may be possible to trace our feature and past . Because on page No. 3 line
No.4 I specify that all the universe is photocopy of each other and on page No.2 I specify that each universe is
parallel to each other like a stack of disk .
Now consider a inverse ‘A’ which contain object ‘a’ , then inverse B also contain instance ‘a’ c contain
also contain instance of ‘a’ but time is different.
Now consider A is in Now 1990 and B is Now 2025 and C is Now 2050 if ‘a’ what to see a feature then he
just goes on universe B and it travel 35 year time.
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In hierarchical structure I explain very few example, If you think about it, you will get all the object like
this fashion, so now I define that the object which is rotate the path is fixed, even each activity is fixed & it is same
to all instance, because object is reflected.
"Means, indirectly this "all" the universe which is present have same things/objects, even it perform all activity
same".
This point, I gave name "Predefined Theory".
This theory is also affect to the human. If one of the human in hall that time he must be in the hall because
it is predefined, if that human say that, "I want to go now in bedroom" this is also a predefined, means that even
single single activity which take micro, nano seconds to complete it, This is all are predefined & that activity must
be executed at particular time in the life of object.
Now finally say that for travelling a time is possible, for that we must follow a predefined theory on the
multi universe which is parallel to each other & contain all the instance of object. The activity of the entire object is
predefined & it newer changed.
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